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From the fundamentals to the frontiers of research, this classic text offers an introduction to

inorganic chemistry no other book can match. The new edition is most modern and most

student-friendly yet, covering both the theoretical and descriptive aspects of inorganic chemistry in

presentation that includes helpful new study tools and, as always, a captivating focus on

experimental methods, industrial applications, and cutting-edge topics.
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Compared to my peers, I didn't mind the writing or how the book approached concepts. I found it

decent to read, while some people I know were adamantly against this book. So, in terms of writing

style and content, there have been varied perception of the book, with mostly negative comments. I

am not usually too picky about this stuff, so if you're like me, then you'd be fine with

that.HOWEVER.Did the publishers even bother to PROOFREAD this book!? I do not mean simple

things like grammar, punctuation, etc. No. I'm talking the kind of typoes that will make you fail an

exam. Almost half of the diagrams, tables, or charts are WRONG. For instance, in the chapter on

symmetry, the table would say that there are 2 symmetries in a certain point group, when there are

in fact 3 symmetries. Now this is a big deal; when you're sitting here studying the tables trying to

understand how symmetry works, you do not want to be wondering if you or the book is right, but

that's the guessing game you play with this book. Nobody bothered to check the numbers. Simple

things like the numbers are backwards or the table has a typo or the fact that almost every single

equal sign has been replaced with a giant scribbled square is extremely frustrating.Unfortunately



there has been no published update on the massive amounts of typoes; it's as if the publishers are

pushing the limits on how much students will pay for a garbage education.Use at your own risk.

Used this book for a graduate level inorganic course. Informative but not the best book available on

the subject. It was the first semester my professor used this book and she was quite disappointed

and often gave us handouts from other textbooks. Also, the chapter on symmetry is not very well

written.The illustrations however, are very good which is why I gave it 3 stars rather than 2.

The book matched what I needed for my class, and arrived in a timely fashion.

As advertized

Exceeded expectations and if I remember right, arrived early.
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